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SCRIP PLUS® Secure Prescription Solution

With US prescription fraud estimated at more than $5 billion annually, it’s no

wonder state governments are enacting legislation to deter counterfeiting and

forgery. Concurrently, healthcare providers and pharmacists have been under

increasing pressure from consumers, legislators and insurance organizations to

improve the efficiency and quality of their services. 

That’s why more and more providers are seeking more secure, efficient methods

of handling prescriptions. Many practitioners have turned to e-prescribing.

However, choosing the right software is only the first step. 

High Security Thermal Rolls for the Star Micronics Printer

Now, Standard Register and Star Micronics have partnered to help you deter

prescription fraud while improving the quality and efficiency of your patients’

care.  We have paired the most secure thermal prescription roll with the most

advanced direct thermal technology to help you realize the full value of your 

e-prescribing investment. This total solution significantly reduces your

prescribing costs while helping address the systemic problems that can lead to

adverse drug events.

A Cost-effect ive Solut ion to Help Reduce Prescr ipt ion Fraud 

and Improve the Qual ity of  Pat ient Care

Support  your E-Prescr ipt ion Investment
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commitment to safety helps to avoid adverse drug

events and ensure that the quality of your prescribing

effort extends through to the dispensing of your

patients’ medications. 

Enjoy a Significant Cost Savings

For all their sophistication, Scrip Plus thermal rolls are

surprisingly affordable. Assuming you issue 2000

prescriptions per month, the Scrip Plus thermal roll will

save you an average of $35 over prescriptions generated

by a laser or inkjet printer. That’s a cost reduction of

more than 60 percent. 

Standard Register: Your Ally in Delivering
Quality Care

Standard Register is a premier document services

provider, trusted by healthcare organizations to manage

the critical documents you cannot live without.  For

more information about our secure prescription

solutions and the Scrip Plus secure thermal roll, contact

us toll free at 866-458-2714.

Deter Fraud, Reduce Liability

Scrip Plus® Secure Thermal Rolls provide an unparalleled

level of security. With multiple security features layered

into your prescription stock, you can deter alteration and

counterfeiting that can lead to drug diversion and

professional liability.

• Color-shifting Ink – Exposed to the warmth of a hand or

breath, this feature offers an easy means for the

pharmacy to verify the authenticity of your prescription.

• CopyBan Capture® – Our patented background design

deters counterfeiting attempts using today’s high-end

copiers and scanners. The word “VOID” appears in any

scanned or copied image. 

• Chemical “VOID” – Attempts to alter a prescription

with acetone or other chemical agents results in the

word “VOID” appearing.

• Consecutive Numbering – Each prescription is uniquely

numbered and bar coded to ensure quality.

• Artificial Watermarks – Hard-to-copy watermarks

afford another means for authenticating the

prescription is an original.

• Warning Band – Printed message alerts pharmacy staff

of security features on the prescription.

Assure Efficient, Proper Dispensing 
of Prescriptions

Scrip Plus thermal rolls are designed to address the

needs of automated pharmacy systems. We take special

care in where we place our innovative security features.

Unlike other secure prescription providers, a Scrip Plus

thermal roll is designed to not obscure or block your

dispensing instructions when the pharmacy scans the

prescription into their computerized system. This


